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ESM Fig. 3. Probability of renal and other cumulative mortality of those with type 1 diabetes compared to the general population from 2002-06 to 2007-11 (a) Men – Renal mortality (b) Women – Renal mortality (c) Men – Other mortality (d) Women – Other mortality. NDR population with type 1 diabetes 2002-06 (blue line); NDR population with type 1 diabetes 2007-11 (red line); General population 2002-06 (green line); General population 2007-11 (orange line). Dotted lines represent 95% confidence intervals for the cumulative mortality from each cause of death. The mortality for the general population is the expected mortality if those with type 1 diabetes had the same annual mortality rate as the general population. Other causes are non-cardiovascular and non-renal.